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Feel with it

Players & Materials: 3-12 players; Feel Cards ranging from general to complex; Paper- one piece 
per other player used for guessing their story’s feel and one piece for tracking empathic ability 
progress; Pen/Pencil; Timer

Objective: The feel when aims to help you understand your own feelings and empathize with other 
peoples feelings through the unique human practice of  storytelling.

Set Up & Gameplay: 

1. Separate the feel cards into piles by category (I know that Feel, 500GB of  Feel, All Feels In, and 
Feeler of  Feels) and shuffle each pile. Players start from the I Know That Feel cards then progresses 
to 500GB of  Feel followed by All Feels In and finally Feeler of  Feels.  Each player draws a card 
from the I Know That Feel pile and leaves it face down in front of  them.  The players then decide 
who goes first and who will keep time.

2. Without showing the other players, each player looks at their feel card.  Each player has two 
minutes to tell a story about an actual or fictional instance where they experienced the feel written 
on the card.  The player cannot say the feel itself  or synonyms for that feel in their story.  The 
player may also not describe the feel itself  the player must use a story to convey the feeling.

3. At the end of  a story, the other players write what feel they think the story conveyed and pass it to 
him or her face down.  The storyteller does not look at guesses until all players have told a story.  

4. Once everyone has gone the players then reveal what feel their story attempted to convey and 
what feel the other players thought it was.  Each player then writes yes or no feedback on the other 
players cards to indicate if  they felt the player understood the feel in the story.

5. To move on to the next set of  cards a player must guess 2/3rds of  the everyone else's stories 
feels correctly and have 2/3rds of  the other players guess the feel in his or her story correctly.  If  a 
player does not meet the 2/3rds in either category he or she draws another feel card from the same 
level for the next round.  



6. If  a player draws the same feel as they did in any previous round he or she redraws until they get a 
new feel then reshuffles the pile that they drew from.  A player may not use the same story to 
convey a similar feel that they may have drawn earlier.  Each story a player tells must be unique 
from his or her other stories.

7. Once a player successfully tells a story from the Feeler of  Feels cards for the first time he or she 
starts again from the I Know That Feel cards.  To win a player must complete the feeler of  feels 
cards three times.  Once a player won the players may continue to play the game through as many 
times as they like.

Card Example

Example Player Empathy card:

Round My Guesses Their Guesses Progress

1 (I Know that Feel) 5/6 6/6 Yes

2 (500GB of  Feel) 5/6 5/6 Yes

3(All Feels In) 5/6 4/6 Yes

4(Feeler of  Feels) 4/6 4/6 Yes

5(I Know That Feel) 5/6 2/6 No

6(I Know that Feel)

Example Player Guess card:

John to Anon

Round Feel Correct?

1 Happiness Yes

2 Rudeness No


